


(in Portuguese, daring). 
   Wear this woody fragrance,  
with notes of mocha coffee and patchouli,  
is synonymous with leaving a trail of singular 
mystery. One that you don't forget, that keeps 
dancing in the olfactory of those who pass by, 
because there will always be a certain 
boldness in the power of being remembered. 

To offer those who write their own 
rules, Eisenberg proposes the J'OSE 
set, which now arrives in two 
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versions,  for  men  and  women.
The  first  is  composed  of  the  eau  de  parfum of  
cult,  J'OSE,  and  by  the  deodorant  stick  with  
the  same  fragrance,  which  promises  a  24-hour  
protection  through  a  hypoallergenic  
composition,  free  of  aluminum  and  alcohol.  In  
turn,  with  the  women's  coffret  you  can  offer  the  

J'OSE  perfume  for  women  –  a  fresh  oriental  
with  notes  of  mocha  coffee  and  jasmine  –  

together  with  the  intense  definition  eyelash  
mask  Le  Mascara  Noir.

But  not  just  through  scented  notes difference  
is  reached.  That's  why  
Eisenberg  bet  on  two  Christmas  coffrets  
focused  on  skin  care.  For  a  healthy,  
renewed  and  luminous  looking  face,  the  
Collagen  Boost  set

from  Eisenberg  presents  itself  as  an  anti-aging  
trio  dedicated  to  improving

skin  elasticity.  Composed  of  Soin  Anti-
âge  treatment,  Masque  Tenseur  
Remodelant  and  Serum  Hydratant  
Lissant,  this  is  the  perfect  line  for  those  looking  
to  stimulate  collagen  production  
and  minimize  signs  of  aging  in  their  skin.

There  is  also  a  second  treatment  box facial  
dedicated  to  men's  needs,  which  will  be  
available  while  Eisenberg  's  The  Anti  Age  
Booster  Set .  This  set  is  divided  between  the  
products  Complexe  Anti-âge,  Élixir  de  
Jeunesse  and  Sérum  Mégalift
to  provide  a  feeling  of  freshness  and  comfort,  
while  fighting  the  signs  of  tiredness  and  
ageing.  It's  the  ideal  gift  for  anyone  looking  to  
slow  down  time,  offered  in  travel  size  
packaging,  so  you  never  have  to  put  your  
routine  aside,  no  matter  where  you  go.  With  
Eisenberg,  this  Christmas,  the  real  audacity  
lies  in  being  able  to  make  these  coffrets  an  
offer  instead  of to  present  yourself.  l

will be Eisenberg's classic eau de parfum 
J'OSE. This was Joseph Eisenberg's first 
olfactory creation, at the turn of the century, 
to celebrate his bold personality - or was its 
name not a combination of the brand 
founder's name and the French verb "oser" 

Anti-aging  boost  set,  €89.90.  Collagen  boost  set,  €150.  All  in  Perfumesecompanhia.pt.
J'OSE  set  for  men  and  J'OSE  set  for  women,  €120.

a  fragrant  
gift
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From  the  cult  fragrance  
J'OSE  to  anti-aging  care,  dare  
to  discover  Eisenberg's  proposals  
for  this  Christmas.

w why offer a simple perfume this 
Christmas, when you can offer 
boldness? Wrapped in silky paper, 
finished with a sparkling bow, 




